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One foot in the Basque Country, the other in Asia, I have been a

travel blogger since 2007. Specialized in ethnographic travel, the

content of my new blog Ethno Travels and my YouTube channel put

Human at the heart of the discussions. Learning a little more every

day and sharing these discoveries is my life philosophy.



With the creation of the blog in June 2017, Ethno Travels has become the

reference brand for many travellers, tour operators and travel

agencies around the world, looking for authentic local experiences,

especially in the Basque Country and tribal India.

Ethno Travels stands out by also offering guiding services for groups

and travel agencies and by sharing its expertise in customer relations,

leadership and training.



- Sponsored articles or videos (French, English).

- Product or service review articles or videos (English, French).

- Hotel, restaurant, airline review articles or videos (French, English).

- Recommendation of your hotel, restaurant or local business in articles

and/or videos.

- Content creation: articles for your blog, English to French translations.

- Coverage of a festival, an activity, a destination.

- Tailor-made brand ambassador campaign.

LET'S WORK TOGETHER!

https://ethnotravels.com/services-aux-entreprises/


- 92% of consumers trust other people's recommendations rather than

brand communication (Tomoson) 

- consumer reviews are the 2nd source of confidence for 70% of consumers

(tomoson) 

- 47% read blogs of experts and influencers to find new sources of

inspiration and 35% used blogs to discover new products and services

(tomoson)

- 77% of internet users read blogs every month

- YouTube is now the second search site behind google

- only 29% of companies have an efficient digital strategy (buffer)

WHY DIGITAL?

https://ethnotravels.com/services-aux-entreprises/


WHY WORK WITH ME?

influence

quality

expertise

strategy

My readers trust me and buy the products and services I
recommend, because it is at their request that I started
recommending products and companies that I use and

believe in.

They like to read my articles and watch my videos because
they talk only about authentic experiences, are punctuated
with personal anecdotes to reinforce their impact, and are

regularly updated and embellished with the latest scientific
discoveries when necessary.

13 years of blogging. 11 years of vlogging. 22 years of
marketing, leadership and training. 13 years of amateur

ethnography. Strong recurring themes: Basque Country,
tribal India, Ayurveda, customer relationship, positive

psychology.

Action plans, SEO, social media strategy, email marketing,
continuity of themes and partnerships ensure visibility of

articles and videos for several years and for a targeted
audience. Ethno Travels focuses on long term partnerships.



HOW WILL WE WORK?

influence

quality

expertise

strategy

The companies that collaborate with me appreciate that I
personally test their services and products in order to be able

to give an objective, impartial and convincing feedback to
their future customers.

They like that I consider each partnership as unique, listening
to their needs, expectations and recommendations, while
bringing them a fresh eye on their products and services. I

never hesitate to supplement with personal research.

My expertise in customer relations and management ensures
that they receive an impartial, external and expert opinion on

the quality of their services. My in-depth knowledge of the
topics covered allows me to attract a targeted clientele.

These companies favour the long term. With Ethno Travels,
they know that they are assured of a regular follow-up, long-

term results, a follow-up of the subjects and a close
collaboration.



WILL YOU JOIN THE LIST OF MY
FAVOURITE COMPANIES?

Living in the region since 1999 and passionate about the
Basque-Landes culture, I have been promoting it since I

started blogging in 2007. I collaborate with several external
travel agencies to help them build their tours and guide

them.

Qatar Airways is the airline I have been loyal to for my flights
to Asia since 2007. Its asset: its extraordinary quality of service

at a very competitive price.

I discovered Chhattisgarh through the tribal culture of the
district in 2012. Since then, I have been promoting this
destination and working on the development of tribal

tourism with local contacts.

The Accor Group's reputation as a leader in hospitality in
Europe speaks by itself. Having had the chance to be trained
in customer relations and management in partnership with

Accor and to have visited their Academy, I admire the quality
of their services and their extensive offer for all budgets.



STATISTICS (BLOG)
from 01.01.2020 to 12.15.2020

Comparison same period 2019

+172 000 pages views
1.48 pages per session

Average session time 1:25
Channels: 76.3% organic search
(SEO), 13.3% social networks, 9%

direct

+88.29 % pages views
Pages per session : +13.72%

Average Session time -2,02 %
Bounce rate: -1,06 %



GLOBAL 2019

At the end of June 2020, the blog haD already surpassed the total for the whole of

2019, despite Covid-19 (blog created in June 2017).



STATISTICS (YOUTUBE)
2019 report

Jan-december 2020

+1.3 million impressions
+190,000 views

+5,300 hours of views
486 additional subscribers

Peaks in October to more than 4K
views per day thanks to Bastar

Dussehra, an Indian tribal festival
I've been promoting since 2012

+150K views
 441 additional subscribers

1,695 subscribers (1K subscribers
reached in August 2019)

The decrease is explained by the
cancellation of the public rituals of
Bastar Dussehra following Covid-

19.



DEMOGRAPHY

Travellers looking for authentic experiences and advice.
Women looking for organic products for hair care, beauty and

health.

48%
Amla, Basque festivals

14%
Amla, Basque cuisine

8%
Amla

4%
Amla, Basque festivals

blog channel

17.7%
Basque festivals, amla, Biarritz

66.7%
Bastar Dussehra, Indian tribes



PROMOTION OF BASTAR 2012-NOW

Press articles, TV interviews, blog articles, YouTube videos, social
media campaigns, organisation of guided tours

2012

20182015



Between January and December 2020, articles on the amla alone

accumulated more than 92,000 views (more than 53% of the total blog

views). Nearly 49,800 in 2019 and an average time spent on these pages of

7:59mns!

PROMOTION OF AMLA

My video on amla oil for hair has

already generated nearly 7,000

views (video published June 14,

2019) and the one on powder 1,200

(July 2020)

Nearly 57,000 views over the last

3 months for my Pinterest pins on

amla

Emails, blog comments, YouTube comments and

even phone calls almost every day on this

topic.



The articles on Basque festivals alone recorded more than 50,000 views

between January and December 2020, including more than 26,000 views

for the main article (festivals calendar).

PROMOTION DE LA CULTURE BASQUE

Several videos on the Basque

Country exceed 10,000 views, with

more than 22,000 views for the

Sare festivities.

over the last 3 months, the

Pinterest pins on the Basque

Country have recorded more than

100,000 views

Thanks to the blog and the channel, I now work

with travel agencies and groups outside of the

Basque Country to help them plan their tours

and guide them



Basque Country-Landes: continue to test and list the best local

businesses (hotels, restaurants, handicrafts, attractions) on the blog

and the channel, adding my expert touch on customer relations

ONGOING PROJECTS

YouTube channel: regular videos

(minimum 1 per week)

tribal india: participation in the

Kerala Travel Mart, exploration

of new tribal destinations with my

partner agency and creation of

tours 

ayurvedic products and stays: during the Kerala Travel Mart 2021, visit

of the ayurvedic village of my partner company in kerala 



My passion: learning more about indigenous people, their values,

lifestyles, beliefs and share this knowledge to help them live better in

accordance to their wishes and choices

MY IKIGAI

what I am good at: sharing my

passion, making people dream,

giving them hope, pushing them to

give the best of themselves and

feeling respected

what the world needs: optimism,

tolerance, respect, empathy,

kindness, smile, serenity,

gentleness, understanding,

equality, dream, hope, benevolence

what I do: promoting Aboriginal cultures and services related to their

region



MY VALUES AND THEIR TRANSLATION
INTO ACTIONS

responsiveness

expertise

SEO 

personalization

exchange

customer relation

tactic

respect

respect

exemplarity

sincerity

persistence

excellence

cooperation

tolerance



DIPLOMAS AND SKILLS

certifications followed : 

- seo (UC Davis)

- Branding (IE Business School)

- digital marketing

(Northwestern University)

- Business English (Georgia

Institute)

- Baccalaureate A2 letters and languages (English, German, Latin)

- law bachelor's degree

- 19 years as team leader and commercial trainer sncf (accor methods)

entrepreneurship training :

- Atelier lan berri - training 3

months business creation (2017)

- the implementation - em Lyon

Business school

- Positive Psychology - University of

North Carolina

Note: the certifications were possible thanks to the sponsoring of courses from July to December 2020 by... the

Indian police force!!!



Lectures: I can speak on subjects as varied as experiential travel, the

impact of positive communication on people, travel and customer

relations, Basque culture, Indian tribes, etc.

WANT MORE?

Training: customer relations,

conflict management, support for

the implementation of your digital

strategy 

consulting: customer relations,

management, site audit.

Recommendations or help in

setting up an action plan

content marketing: delegate your entire digital

communication strategy to me



Basque festivals calendar: https://ethnotravels.com/en/basque-festivals/

amla oil for hair: https://ethnotravels.com/en/amla-oil-for-hair-growth-

and-thickness/

How to choose the right travel backpack:

https://ethnotravels.com/en/best-travel-backpack/

EXAMPLES

Video on amla hair oil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1Iah_V9r70

Video on Bastar Dussehra: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKxRxmev-Cc

Video on Sare festival: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_wMXYg6M7M

https://ethnotravels.com/en/basque-festivals/
https://ethnotravels.com/en/amla-oil-for-hair-growth-and-thickness/
https://ethnotravels.com/en/best-travel-backpack/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1Iah_V9r70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKxRxmev-Cc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_wMXYg6M7M


stephanie - ethno

travels

Ethnographic Travel

Contact me

0033 6 26 03 43 11 
stephanie@ethnotravels.com
www.ethnotravels.com/en/


